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The Bill R. Johnson CTE Center provides unique career and
technology education opportunities for high school students.
Students have the opportunity to enroll in engineering and
computer programming courses and work with electronic
hardware such as microcontrollers and servos to control
robotics.

Launch vehicle hardware from previous NASA USLI competitions were brought to the school for students to handle. Two booster
sections, an avionics bay, a mid-section, and a nose cone were show-cased. The rover for the current NASA USLI was demonstrated
and the payload concept for the competition was explained. The physics, engineering, and programming concepts for the NASA USLI
competition were discussed while the current launch vehicle and payload task requirements were displayed on a projector. The team
also played some rocket launch videos from previous NASA USLI competitions.
The team discussed the design life-cycle and how design concepts are developed within a team environment. The original design
concepts were displayed and a discussion took place on why the team came to the conclusion of the current payload design. The team
discussed the tools utilized to develop design concepts such as CAD software, laser engravers, CNC routers, and 3D-printers. The
team also discussed using the RockSim simulation software to model the launch vehicle.

An evaluation form link was emailed to the Crowley ISD faculty to forward to the high school student that participated in the educational
outreach. As one 40 minute class period is a lotted for the engagement activity the team does as much as they can.
The results were very positive as the students learned more about the programs available within the state university system.

Questions:
1. Were you previously aware of the NASA USLI competition?
2. Were you previously aware of Tarleton State University participating in design-engineering competitions?
3. Have you read the internship requirements for an engineering or programming company?
4. Do you think that participating in a design-engineering competition would make you more competitive in a job interview?
5. In what way was the Tarleton State University presentation informative?
Feedback:
Most of the students were not previously aware of the competition but were aware of competitions such as the robot wars.
Most of the students were not aware of TSU's participation in these competitions.
Some students had looked into internship opportunities at NASA.
It does not seem like the high school students have considered much in regards to job interviews at this point.
The TSU presentation made the students more aware of different opportunities available within the university systems.

